Where do our solutions fit?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Customer</th>
<th>Fulfillment</th>
<th>Assurance</th>
<th>Billing</th>
<th>Technology + Business + Operations transformation</th>
<th>Salesforce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Integrated solution**

**What do we offer?**

**Process & data models**
- Industry specific processes model
- Accenture distinctive B2B business framework
- Modern catalog - traditional and ICT product data modeling
- Customer data model

**Architecture**
- Cloud BSS reference architecture (vendor agnostic)
- DevSecOps & CloudOps architecture

**Vendor intelligence & assessment**
- BSS capabilities coverage framework & simplification heatmap
- Accenture system diagnostics (ASD) vendor specific
- Process and integration mapping (vendor specific)

**Delivery accelerator**
- Order to cash designware, in terms of ready to use sw, add-ons & connectors
- Migration tools (vendor specific)
- Coexistence toolset

**Lean operations**
- Automated release mgmt. on Oracle SaaS
- CloudOps for Oracle SaaS

**Accenture accelerators**
- Accenture value trees and industry benchmarks
- Accenture intelligent enterprise platform
- Accenture ADOP for DevOps
- Accenture BPM (Business process framework)
- SynOps for AI driven operations

**Collaboration pod**
- myIndustry
- myConcerto
- myNav
- myWizard

**Ecosystem**